
*For a comprehensive understanding of the full range of services, packages, and personalized 
offerings, I encourage you to reach out. I’d love to connect!

THE PREMIER | $4300

THE ULTIMATE | $3200 THE ESSENCE | $2900

THE CLASSIC | $2200 THE INTIMATE | $1400

C O L L E C T I O N  S U M M A RY : 
The whole shebang. Starting with your premium engagement session through the final song at your reception, every moment 
of your engagement and wedding day will be captured. Premiere engagement session; rehearsal attendance; approximately 12 
hours of wedding day coverage; two photographers; multiple locations on day-of wedding; 300+ fully detailed images; online 
gallery with letter of release and download rights; custom USB; 10x10 and 8x8 deluxe, leather wedding albums, and more!

C O L L E C T I O N  S U M M A RY : 
This collection offers everything in The Essence, with the 

addition of a few meaningful extras. Ideal for full-day events 
that might travel between two locations. Classic engagement 
session; approximately 9 hours of wedding day coverage; 
400+ fully detailed images; online gallery with letter of 

release and download rights; custom USB; 2, 8x8 deluxe, 
leather wedding albums.

C O L L E C T I O N  S U M M A RY : 
Perfect choice when hosting an informal or casual ceremony 

and reception at one location. Approximately 6 hours of 
wedding day coverage; 140+ fully detailed images; online 

gallery with letter of release and download rights.

C O L L E C T I O N  S U M M A RY : 
This collection is ideal if the wedding ceremony and 

reception are held at the same venue. Allows for ample time 
to capture all of the meaningful moments of your wedding 
day. Approximately 8 hours of wedding day coverage; 200+ 
fully detailed images; online gallery with letter of release and 
download rights; custom USB; two (2) 8x8 deluxe, leather 

wedding albums.

C O L L E C T I O N  S U M M A RY : 
A simple package for a small gathering or local elopement 
ceremony. Approximately 3 hours of wedding day coverage; 
100+ fully detailed images; online gallery with letter of release 

and download rights.

Crafted with a deep appreciation for the significance of your special day, my pricing structure goes beyond a simple price 
point—it encapsulates the wealth of experience I bring to the table. I understand that each couple’s journey is unique, which 
is why my pricing can be tailored to seamlessly align with your distinctive needs and budgetary considerations. Consider my 

collections as the canvas upon which we can begin painting the masterpiece of your wedding photography experience. 

These collections are not rigid confines, but rather a starting foundation from which we can build and customize according to 
your desires, ensuring that your investment aligns with your vision and budget.  In these brief descriptions, I’ve captured the 
essence of what I offer. However, to truly delve into the comprehensive array of services and details I provide, I invite you to 

reach out and request my complete brochure. This is a summary of my range of offerings.
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